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ROSTSELMASH GLOBALLY
EXPERIENCE. INNOVATION. SUCCESS
For many years Rostselmash has been manufacturing agricultural machinery that
sells well all around the world. Our expertise is based on the vast experience.
Today, Rostselmash comprises 13 companies located throughout the world and
aiming at manufacturing reliable and efficient equipment that could become a
best helper at every farm. To date, Rostselmash can offer 24 types of agricultural
and municipal machinery. Each client, from the owner of a small farm to the head
of a large agricultural holding, may select the most effective machinery from the
available range including more than 150 models and modifications.

Russia
Rostov-on-Don
ROSTSELMASH
Manufactures Rostselmash grain
and forage harvesters, tractors
and sprayers.
Rostov-on-Don
KLEVER
Manufactures adapters for combine
harvesters, trailed and attached forage
harvesting equipment, units for grain
storage and processing, municipal machinery and snow clearing equipment,
tillage&seeding, pulltype sprayer.
Morozovsk
Rostov Region
Manufacture of adapters for combine
harvesters as well as trailed and attached forage harvesting equipment.
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Klever
Representative office

Morozovsk,
Rostov Region, Russia

Kiev, Ukraine

Rostselmash

Kokshetau, Kazakhstan

Representative office
Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan

Klever

Rostov-on-Don, Russia

Rostselmash

Chirchik, Uzbekistan

Rostselmash

Rostov-on-Don, Russia

Central Asia

Canada

USA

Kazakhstan Kokshetau
Manufactures Rostselmash grain and
forage harvesters.
Uzbekistan, Chirchiq
Manufactures Rostselmash cograin and
forage harvesters.

Winnipeg
VERSATILE
Produces VERSATILE 170 hp to 620 hp
tractors. The central warehouse of VERSATILE spare parts is located here.
Morden
FARM KING
Manufactures grain handlers,
grain-cleaners, snowplows and compact tillage units. The central warehouse of Farm King spare parts.
Vegreville
BUHLER EZEE-ON
Manufacture of tillage and seeding
equipment.

Fargo
FARM KING
Produces bales transport trolleys,
grader blades, wheel loaders offered
under the ROSTSELMASH brand in the
Russian market.
Willmar
VERSATILE
Manufacture of trailed and self-propelled sprayers, which are offered under the VERSATILE brand in the global
market.
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GRAIN HARVESTERS
NOVA 320/330/340
COMPACT AND VERSATILE
NOVA is an excellent combination of performance,
affordability and low operating costs. An ideal solution for
farmers and small farms. Compactness and manoeuvrability
make this harvester indispensable for the efficient operation
in small fields with complex contours. The modern design
and optimised configuration of the machine provide the
required performance and a good cost/quality trade-off.

POWER STREAM ALL‑CROP
HEADER

IMPROVED VISIBILITY WITH
A NEW FEEDER HOUSE

The POWER STREAM range of
lightweight grain headers was developed
for the NOVA. Thus, 4 versions of headers
are available from 4 to 7m. Despite the
reduced weight, the headers offer all
the benefits inherent in the POWER
STREAM range: planetary drive for the
cutterbar, high-quality knives, hydraulic
reel drive that can be synchronized with
the machine travel speed. This delivers
a quality cut, low losses and an even flow
of material in any conditions. A singlepoint hydraulic multicoupler, a wind
guard to prevent the carryover of long
straw material, and a stone trap bar are
available as options.

The conveyor-type feeder house feeds
the crop material to the threshing
cylinder quickly and evenly. It has
special doors enabling the inspection of
its condition and easy maintenance. The
stone trap before the threshing cylinder
prevents stones from entering the
threshing area. The reverse function (for
hydraulically driven NOVA 330) will help
in difficult operation conditions.
The ground contour following is done
both lengthwise and crosswise thanks
to balancing springs.

UNRIVALLED THRESHER-SEPARATOR UNIT

The traditional thresher with a single 600mm dia threshing cylinder provides a very
gentle threshing (including thin layer threshing!), but is quite simple in design. The
unique double-sectional concave scheme along with a large coverage ensures the
concave area of 0.93 sq. m, which is unachievable for other harvesters in this class,
and ultimately a high performance of the machine.
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POWER IS NEVER
TOO MUCH
The NOVA harvesters are available
with several engine options: 167, 175,
180 h. p.

The NOVA 320 uses an in-line
6‑cylinder Cummins engine (model
6BTA, 123 kW, 5.9L, Stage II). The
simple design with the manually
adjusted fuel supply does not make
high demands for the quality of
diesel fuel, allows a high content
of sulphur in fuel and has a high
maintainability.

The NOVA 340 uses an in-line
4‑cylinder YAMZ engine (model
53 425, 132 kW, 4.43L, Stage IIIa). The
Common Rail fuel system with the
electronically controlled fuel supply
provides a high injection pressure of
up to 180 MPa. This reduces the fuel
consumption (down to 10 %) and
increases the specific power. The fuel
efficiency is displayed in the Adviser
information system. In general,
the achieved fuel consumption is
less than 2 kg per 1 tonne of grain
threshed in normal harvesting
conditions.

The NOVA 330 comes with an
advanced turbocharged Cummins
engine (Stage V) with VGT system,
producing 175 h. p. (129 kW @ 2,200
rpm). It offers a 20 % torque backup.
The Electronic Engine Management
System has total control over engine
load and delivers right the amount
of fuel needed at any given moment.
This ensures maximum fuel economy.
For emission standards compliance,
the engine is equipped with a Single
Module™ which incorporates DPF,
urea supply and SCR systems. The new
module saves 50% of space versus the
Stage IV engine version.

EFFICIENT CLEANING SYSTEM
The threshed straw is cleaned by a double-sieve
cleaning system. A large drop height and the
precleaner tine grid significantly improve the
cleaning performance. The total area of sieves
is 3.59 sq. m., which is one of the best indicators
for this class of harvesters. The cleaning system
uses a 6‑vane fan; the fan speed is easily controlled
from the cab and displayed on the control panel.
Tall dividers can be optionally fitted to the chaffer
to minimise losses when harvesting on hillsides.
Practice shows that losses decrease by more than
1 %, and the greater the inclination the greater the
effect is.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE STRAW WALKERS WITH
A LARGE SEPARATION AREA
The efficient 4 straw walkers and the optimal walker length
will make sure the separation is done thoroughly, up to the
last grain. The shaking amplitude of walkers is selected so as
to maximise the separation of grains from the straw mat.
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LARGE 4,900L GRAIN TANK
The grain tank capacity is the most optimal for this class of machines. With the
high-speed unloader, unloading takes less than 2 minutes. The adjustable fins
inside the grain tank adjust the unloading speed depending on the harvested
crop type and moisture content. The walls of the grain tanks are inclined at an
angle that reduces sticking even when unloading wet grain. The quality of grain
can be easily checked by means of the sampler located on the operator’s platform.
The unload height is 4m, which allows unloading grain into any vehicles. The
hydraulic unloading auger extension can be activated in the cab. The unloader
is a self-contained unit, i. e. the thresher drive can be disengaged to save fuel.

COMFORT CAB WITH ADVISER II INFORMATION
SYSTEM
The NOVA comes with a two-seater Comfort Cab.
Traditionally, an air conditioner, a heater, a beverage
cooler, and audio fittings come in base. You will enjoy
the comfort that will really allow you to work efficiently
with less strain and fatigue all throughout the shift. The
Adviser voice information system continuously tracks
the threshing process and the operation of harvester
units, and allows you to monitor the process stability and
prevent breakdown of systems.

VERSATILE STRAW MANAGEMENT
The traditional threshing and separating system in the
NOVA causes little to none damage to the straw.
Depending on the intended use, straw may be chopped
and spread or windrowed. The chopping rotor drive can
be disengaged in a split second. For coarse-stalk crops,
a speed reducer is available that can lower the speed
down to 1700 rpm.
Those farms that make large amounts of straw can order
the harvester version with a 9m3 stacker. It can gather
straw in stacks and unload them automatically on the
move.
The most cost-effective solution for farms that gather all
material other than grain is to order a harvester version
with a hood without a chopper. Thus, all straw from the
walkers and all chaff from the sieves will be laid in a single
windrow that can then be baled, rolled or gathered into
carts.

NEW CAPABILITIES

EASY MAINTENANCE

You will need a good road clearance to operate on rough
terrain (e. g. when growing crops using an irrigation
system), to drive over exits and furrows. The NOVA with
a 50 cm road clearance will be a perfect solution. The
all-wheel drive version is available for high moisture
conditions. To reduce the ground pressure, the tyres of
a larger type size may be installed. The compact harvester
base ensures a high maneuverability on small fields. A vast
lineup of headers and attachments will let you make the
most of your equipment.

All serviceable components and lubrication points are
grouped and located so as to be readily accessible,
so the shift maintenance can be done in less than 10
minutes. Side panels open wider and will not interfere
with any service tasks. The air compressor with a 110L
receiver (standard on AWD harvester) saves a good
deal of time for daily service and is particularly helpful
in field conditions if there is no technical support vehicle
nearby.
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Specifications
NOVA
320

NOVA
330

NOVA
340

Fan speed [rpm]
Rethreshing principle

Headers

return to the cylinder

Grain tank

POWER STREAM1 header
4.0/5.0/6.0/7.0 m
Cutterbar drive - planetary
Knife speed [stroke/min]

○

Grain tank capacity [L]

●

Unload rate [L/s]

50

Unloading auger length [m]

4.1

Unload height [m]

4.0

1,140

Reel-to-ground speed
synchronisation system

●

FLOAT STREAM 500 close-cut
header, 5 m

○

ARGUS 570 corn header, 3.5 m

○

FALCON 670 sunflower header,
4.2 m

○

SUN STREAM 490 sunflower header,
4.9 m

○

SWA PICK 340 pickup, 3.4m

○

Crop lifters

○

Transport cart

○

Cart hitch

○

●

Feeder house type

○

●

○

Number of knives [pcs.]

44

Windrower

●

–

●

Adviser II information system

●

Agrotronic agromanagement platform

○

○

hydrostatic

Number of gears

3

Wheelbase [mm]

3,600

Drive wheel track spacing [mm]

2,770

Road clearance [mm]

500

Turning radius [mm]

7,500

Drive wheel tyre type

23,1-26
(28LR26 – ○;
Michelin VF750/65R26 – ○)

Rear wheel tyre type

18,4R24

0.93

Cylinder speed (with reduction
drive) [rpm]

510-1,150
(300/400 - option)

Reduction gear

AWD (tyre type)

○

Rotation speed (with reduction
gear) [rpm]

●

Stone trap

●

Manufacturer/model
Displacement [L], number
of cylinders, arrangement

Separation
Number of straw walkers

Horsepower (2,200 rpm) [kW/hp]

4

Length of straw walkers [mm]

Fuel tank capacity [L]

3,600

Straw walkers separation area
[sq.m]

–

○

(28LR26/18,4R24)

Engine

300/400

Concave adjustment (electrical from
the cab)

○

Comfort Cab2 specification

Transmission

146

Total concave area [sq. m]

○

Ground drive

1,185

Concave wrap angle [deg.]

3,000 (1,700 - option)

Chopping rotor speed reducer

3

600

Cylinder length [mm]

●

Cab

cylinder with front accelerator
beater

Cylinder diameter [mm]

Level sensor

9m stacker (harvester version)

Threshing
Thresher type

●

3

●

Multicoupler

Sampler

Chopping rotor speed [rpm]

conveyor-type

Spring-type ground contour
following system

4,900

Crop residue management

Feeder house

Fuel meter system

4.3

Air compressor

Cleaning system

Cummins
6BTA
(Stage II)

Cummins
B 4.5
(Stage V)

YaMZ /
534
(Stage IIIa)

5.9 L6

4.5 L 4

4.43 L4

123 / 167

129 / 175

132 / 180

300

510 (57)

300

-

●

●

○

Overall dimensions

Cleaning system type

2-sieve

Total area of sieves [sq.m]
 standard
 option
– not available

350 to 1,200

Length/width/height (in the transport position, without header) [mm]

3.59

POWER STREAM is a versatile grain header with an extended table, a hydraulically
operated reel, a header reverser controlled from the cab, and the reel speed-to-ground
speed synchronisation.

1

Comfort Cab is a spring-mounted air-proof two-seat cab with improved noise insulation,
air conditioner, heater, refrigerator and audio system ready.

2

3

Adviser II is the information system with LCD, situational framing, and voice alerts.
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7,945/ 3,400 (3,460 - 4WD) / 3,963

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

VECTOR 410/425
THE STANDARD IN ITS CLASS

The VECTOR is an efficient solution to cut fields with
low to medium yield levels. With a harvested area
of 100 to 1,000 ha per season depending on yield
and season duration, optimal ownership cost
and fuel efficiency, this harvester is the most
practical choice for farms.

NEW FEEDER HOUSE
The feeder house on the VECTOR provides
a good crop feed into the threshing
cylinder for perfect performance. The
extended feeder house provides a better
visibility for the operator attaching the
header positioned on a trailer, or when
observing the ear cutting process, and the
powerful hydraulic cab-controlled reverse
will promptly help you out in any situation.
The new design allows converting to
corn without any appreciable time losses,
while the increased bearing capacity
is adequate even for 8‑row corn headers.
The hydromechanical ground contour
following system with the lengthwise and
crosswise following will help to effectively
utilise the full header length in rough
fields.
To improve the feed of material to the
feeder house (AFH type) in specific (lowstalk, thinned) field conditions, the front
tine beater is used.

UNRIVALLED THRESHERSEPARATOR UNIT
A state-of-the-art high class singlecylinder threshing system was
developed to fit on the VECTOR.
Rugged and robust, with a high
throughput and gentle separation
meeting the most stringent grain
quality requirements. The thresher’s
proprietary design with a single big
cylinder (800mm) features a greater
angle of wrap, 130°, significantly
increasing the separation area
(1.1 sq. m) and optimizing the
threshing geometry – it is extended
and smooth. This provides a nearly full
(95%) separation with exceptionally
low grain damage. Not every multicylinder system can do this!

JAM СONTROL
Blockage, if any, can be quickly
removed thanks to Jam Control,
a full concave drop device that
drops the concave 80mm when
the pedal is pushed. Unlike the
machines with a cylinder reverse
system, this operation can be done
just in seconds.
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LARGE 6,000L GRAIN TANK
It is no secret that unloading takes up to 5% of work time. To reduce time losses,
a proven high-speed unloader featuring an unrivalled vibratory bottom is used for
unloading in the most challenging conditions. The convertible tank roof boosts the
useful capacity to 6,000 litres. Two level sensors will tell you when the grain tank
is 75% and 100% full. A large sight glass allows the user to monitor the filling and
the quality of grain in the grain tank.

ROTOR RETHRESHING
The rotor rethreshing technology provides a gentle threshing of the remaining
ears by reducing the number of impacts
and friction, which is particularly important when grass is cut for seed. In tilled
crop applications, the rethreshing speed
is lowered by a dedicated sprocket, and
a quick release concave is available for
grain legumes.
EFFICIENT CLEANING SYSTEM
The threshed straw is cleaned by a double-sieve cleaning
system. A large drop height and the precleaner tine grid
significantly improve the cleaning performance. The total
area of sieves is 3.59 sq. m., which is one of the best indicators
for this class of harvesters. The cleaning system uses a 6‑vane
fan; the fan speed is easily controlled from the cab and
displayed on the control panel. Tall dividers can be optionally
fitted to the chaffer to minimise losses when the harvesting
is done on hillsides. Practice shows that losses decrease by
more than 1%, and the greater the inclination the greater the
effect is.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE STRAW
WALKERS WITH A LARGE
SEPARATION AREA
The straw leaving the threshing
cylinder with some grains in it
is directed by the rear beater to the
straw walkers. VECTOR’s 4 walkers with
7 stages does an easy job of separating
the remaining grains.

COMFORT CAB
VECTOR 410/425 harvesters are available with a two-seat Comfort Cab of
the first and second generations, respectively. Traditionally, an air conditioner, a heater, a beverage cooler,
and audio fittings come in base. The
voice information system with a touchscreen display continuously monitors
the threshing performance and functioning of combine mechanisms. The
machine can optionally be provided
with connectivity to Agrotronic agromanagement platform, which allows
the user to watch combine operations on-line, and track its performance
throughout the season.
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EASY MAINTENANCE
The air compressor with a 110 L
receiver saves a lot of time on the shift
maintenance and is especially helpful
in field conditions if there is no service
vehicle nearby. An optional automatic
lubrication system can be installed to
deliver the lubricant in small amounts
to 21 points every day at preset
intervals.

ENGINE SYSTEM. 210/235 HP
VECTOR 410/425 harvesters
are equipped with 6‑cylinder
turbocharged diesel engines with an
output of 210/235 h. p., respectively.
These engines have an optimal
performance curve, a 20% margin at
peak loads, and a good fuel efficiency.
The new Cummins B 6.7 (Stage V)
along with a new integrated DPF, SCR
and AdBlue feed package, with EGR
(Exhaust Gas Recirculation) excluded,
is smaller and lighter. The new Stage
V engine burns 1.5% less fuel and
produces more power (235 h. p. vs
228 h. p.).

THE SINGLE-CYLINDER HARVESTER WITH STRAW WALKERS IS THE BEST
SOLUTION FOR HIGH-QUALITY STRAW
The traditional single-cylinder threshing and separating system used in the
VECTOR causes little to none damage to straw unlike the designs with a separator.
Depending on the application, straw can be chopped and spread or windrowed.
The VECTOR leaves behind it a loose fluffy windrow that can then be picked easily.

PHONE +7 898 500 4000
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Specifications
410

425

Headers
POWER STREAM1 header, 5/6/7/9 m
Cutterbar drive based on planetary gear
case
Knife speed [stroke/min]

Unloading auger length [m]

3.64

Unload height [m]

3.48

○

Sampler





Hydraulic agitators



Level sensors



In-cab electrical opening of tank covers



1,180

Reel-to-ground speed synchronisation
system



FLOAT STREAM 700/900 close-cut header
with flexible cutterbar, 7/9 m

○

ARGUS 670/675/870/875 corn header,
6/8 rows (70/75 cm row spacing)

○

Crop residue management
Chopping rotor speed reducer

○

Chopping rotor speed [rpm]

FALCON 670/870/875 sunflower header,
6/8 rows

2,900

Number of knives

60

Windrower

○

+

Stacker (harvester version)

○

–

SUN STREAM 490/780 sunflower header,
4.9/7.8 m

○

Cab

SWA PICK 342/432 pickup, 3.4/4.3 m

○



–

Crop lifters

Comfort Cab4 specification with
Adviser II6

○

Header trailer

○

Comfort Cab II specification with
Adviser IV7

–



Cart hitch

5



○

Feed
Conveyor-type feeder house
AFH2 feeder house (harvester version)



○

Automatic Centralized Lubrication System

○

Ground drive

–

○

Agrotronic agromanagement platform

Transmission

hydrostatic

Spring-type ground contour following
system



Number of gears

3

Multicoupler



Wheelbase [mm]

3,778

Drive wheel track spacing [mm]

2,845

Threshing
Thresher type
Cylinder diameter [mm]
Cylinder length [mm]

1 cylinder

Road clearance [mm]

370

800

Turning radius [mm]

8,900

Drive wheel tyre type

28LR26
(Michelin VF750/65R26 – ○)
(Mitas 620/70R30 – ○)
(Mitas 500/85R30 – ○)

Rear wheel tyre type

18.4R24
(Mitas 480/70 R24 – ○)

1,180

Concave wrap angle [deg.]

130

Overall concave area (threshing and
separating sections of rotor) [sq. m]

1.1

Cylinder speed (with reduction gear) [rpm]

335-1,050 (200-450)

Reduction gear

○

In-cab electrical concave adjustment



Jam Control



Stone trap



Engine

x4

Manufacturer/model

3

○

AWD (tyre type)

Separation
Number of straw walkers
Length of straw walkers [mm]
Straw walkers separation area [sq.m]

4,100

Displacement, number of cylinders,
arrangement [L]

5.0

Cleaning

Horsepower (2,000 rpm) [kW/h.p.]

Cleaning system type
Total area of sieves [sq.m]
Fan speed [rpm]

2-sieve

Fuel tank capacity (AdBlue) [L]

3.59

Air compresso

335-1,185

Rethresher

self-contained

Unload rate [L/s]
 standard
 option
– not available

6,000
50

 OWER STREAM – is a versatile grain header with an
P
extended table, a hydraulically operated reel and a header
reverser controlled from the cab.
2
AFH – is the Active Feeder House with a front tine beater.
3
Jam Control – is a system that removes blockages in the
thresher by strongly dropping the concave.
4
Comfort Cab – is a spring-mounted air-proof two-seat
cab with improved noise insulation, air conditioner, heater,
beverage cooler and audio system ready.
5
Comfort Cab II – is a spring-mounted airtight dual cab with
audio fittings, improved noise insulation, air conditioner,
heater, beverage cooler, air-suspended operator seat with an
integrated control panel.
1

–

YAMZ/236ND-3

Cummins
B6.7 (Stage V)

11 V6

6,7 L6

154 (210)

173 (235)

540

510 (57)


Overall dimensions and weight

Grain tank
Grain tank capacity [L]

(28LR26/
18,4R24)

Length/width/height (in the transport
position, without header) [mm]

8,557/3,560/4,015

Weight (standard configuration, with
chopper, without header and fuel) [kg]

11,390

 dviser II – is an information system with an LCD, situational
A
framing, and voice alerts.
7
Adviser IV – is a voice information system built on a color
touchscreen display with radio and USB stick compatible,
and with Agrotronic agromanagement platform
connectivity.
6
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Rostselmash reserves the
right to improve individual
characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the
market

VECTOR 450 TRACK
FOR THE MOST CHALLENGING HARVESTING CONDITIONS
The VECTOR 450 TRACK is a grain harvester
specially designed for harvesting in challenging
soil conditions. The tracked chassis is the hallmark
of this machine. Thanks to the huge contact area,
this harvester is perhaps the only acceptable
solution for the marshy fields that are common,
for example, in the Russian Far East as well as
in the rice-growing regions.

COMFORT AND IDEAL GROUND CONTOUR FOLLOWING
Thanks to the use of independently suspended support rollers in the track unit
and the uniform weight distribution, the VECTOR 450 TRACK can smoothly float
across the field, with the header remaining practically still and only following the
field terrain. This is an important condition of complete harvesting, especially of
the low-hanging soy beans. And, of course, the operator will fully enjoy a highly
comfortable drive.
CONFIDENT ROADING
Using the steel cord rubber band tracks means a minimal wear in dry work
conditions and the possibility of comfortable drive on paved roads.

PRE-HEATED POWERFUL ENGINE
The uprated 255 h.p. engine
is equipped with an air compressor and
a cold weather starting device.

EASY TO STEER
Steering the combine is no different
than steering a wheeled machine – the
same traditional steering wheel and
hydraulic transmission lever

PHONE +7 898 500 4000
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Specifications
Headers

Grain tank

POWER STREAM header, 5/6/7/9 m
1



Cutterbar drive based on planetary gear case
Knife speed [stroke/min]

Grain tank capacity [L]



Unload rate [L/s]

1,180

Reel-to-ground speed synchronisation system



3.64

Unload height [m]

3.48



ARGUS 670/675/870/875 corn header, 6/8 rows
(70/75 cm row spacing)



FALCON 670/870/875 sunflower header, 6/8
rows



SUN STREAM 490/780 sunflower header,
4.9/7.8 m



Crop residue management

SWA PICK 342/432 pickup, 3.4/4.3 m



Chopping rotor speed reducer

Crop lifters



Header trailer



Cart hitch


conveyor-type

1 cylinder

Cylinder diameter [mm]

800

Cylinder length [mm]



Hydraulic agitators



Level sensors



In-cab electrical opening of tank covers



1,180

2,900

Number of knives

60

Windrower

+

Comfort Cab3 specification



Adviser IV4 information system



Agrotronic agromanagement platform



Automatic Centralized Lubrication System



Concave wrap angle [deg.]

130

Ground drive

Overall concave area (threshing and separating
sections of rotor) [sq. m]

1.1

Transmission

Cylinder speed (with reduction gear) [rpm]



Cab

Threshing
Thresher type

Sampler

Chopping rotor speed [rpm]

Feed
Spring-type ground contour following system

50

Unloading auger length [m]

FLOAT STREAM 700/900 close-cut header with
flexible cutterbar, 7/9 m

Feeder house type

6,000

hydrostatic

Drive wheel track spacing [mm]

335-1,050 (200-450)

3,200

Reduction gear



Track drive, flexible centre point suspension

In-cab electrical concave adjustment



Engine

Jam Control2



Manufacturer/model

Stone trap



Displacement, number of cylinders,
arrangement [L]

x4

Horsepower (2,000 rpm) [kW/h.p.]

Separation
Number of straw walkers
Length of straw walkers [mm]

4,100

Straw walkers separation area [sq.m]

335-1,185

Rethresher
 standard
 option

Length/width/height (in the transport
position, without header) [mm]

3.59

Fan speed [rpm]

Weight (standard configuration, with chopper,
without header and fuel) [kg]

self-contained

POWER STREAM is an all-crop grain header with an extended table, a hydraulically
operated reel and a header reverser controlled from the cab.

1

Jam Control is a system that removes blockages in the thresher by strongly dropping
the concave.

2

Comfort Cab is a spring-mounted air-proof two-seat cab with improved noise
insulation, air conditioner, heater, beverage cooler and audio system ready.

3

4



Overall dimensions and weight

2-sieve

Total area of sieves [sq.m]

540

Air compressor

Cleaning

11 V6
188 / 255

Fuel tank capacity [L]

5.0

Cleaning system type

YAMZ/236BK

Adviser IV is an information system with an LCD, situational framing, and voice alerts.

PHONE +7 898 500 4000
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7,940/3,900/4,000
16,600

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

ACROS 585/550
RELIABLE ASSISTANT FOR EVERY FARM
The ACROS is ideal for fields with a high to medium crop
yield. The harvester is based on a proven thresher-separator
unit with one large cylinder (800 mm), and straw walkers.
The exceptional performance of the machine is achieved
due to a high output per shift, reliability, and streamlined
service.

SMART LAUNCH
Smart Launch is a patented device of independent
consecutive start of the unloading and cross augers. This
device easily guarantees the high-speed unloading process
with a minimum risk of plugging. In addition, Smart Launch
enables the unloading in portions. And these are far from all
useful features of the system. Another one is that when you
turn off the unloading auger it gets always freed from the
remaining grain to avoid the loss of grain during the auger
folding, which is quite typical of many other harvesters.
Thus, Smart Launch increases the efficiency of clearing the
grain tank, making the process quick, easy and less effortintensive.

SAVE UNLOADING TIME
As practice shows, at least 5 % of the shift is spent
on unloading grain. To reduce this time, the ACROS uses
a high-performance unloader (with an unload rate of
up to 90 L/s) and a high-capacity grain tank (9,000 L).
Special attention is paid to the operation in high moisture
conditions. The hydraulic agitators installed at the grain
tank bottom allow unloading grain with a moisture
content of up to 35 %. The fill level sensors will provide
an unprecedented monitoring and "advise" an optimal
unloading time. The height, length and turn angle of the
unloading auger are designed to enable a unhampered
uploading to any freight vehicle, even if it is a long trailer,
and the harvester is equipped with a 9‑m wide header.
The possibility to switch off the thresher drive during the
unloading reduces the fuel consumption and saves the
thresher life.

PHONE +7 898 500 4000
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MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY
The traditional threshing system implemented in the harvester is rightly regarded as the ACROS’s strength. the conventional
single-cylinder thresher is objectively the best combination of high throughput and low power consumption. In addition, it
features the minimum risk of grain damage, and the delicate handling of straw.

MAXIMIZE GRAIN OUTPUT, MINIMIZE DAMAGE
Ears remaining after threshing go to the self-contained rethresher, then the
separated grain is distributed across the grain pan. This allows to achieve
a complete cleaning cycle with no risk to overload the screens. The device
features a 3‑blade rotor, which as compared to final threshing devices guarantees
more smooth threshing and reduces crushing.

OPTIMUM POWER
The ACROS receives
new power ratings from
YAMZ and Cummins
engines. They are
simple and easy to
service, and have long
service intervals

NEW SIEVES
The upgraded sieves has an increased
cleaning area of up to 4.95 sq. m.
Besides, the upper and lower screens
are separated into left and right
sections for maintenance convenience.

350

Power [h.p.]

300

Cummins 6LTAA 306 h.p.

250

YAMZ-236BE2 280 h.p.

200

YAMZ 53645 300 h.p.
150

100
1000

1200

1400

1600

1700

1800

1900

2000

Engine speed [rpm]

The new extended feeder house has
several advantages: a better view of
the cutterbar, an easier harvesting of
tilled crops due to the absence of a front
beater, and the possibility to use wide
adapters (for example, the DRAPER
STREAM 900 header).
To improve the feed of material to the
feeder house (AFH type) in specific (lowstalk, thinned) field conditions, the front
tine beater is used.
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The air compressor saves a lot of time for
daily service, especially in the field, when
there is no service vehicle. The compressor
is included in the basic package – this
is how Rostselmash introduces new industry
standards.

Two chopping speeds.
The chopping drum has two speeds:
3,400 rpm for harvesting grain,
and about 2,000 rpm for corn. The
reduced speed was added to reduce
wear and tear of chopper parts.

COMFORT CAB II WITH ADVISER IV
INFORMATION SYSTEM
The ACROS 585 comes with the Comfort
Cab II. Once you are in, you’ll know how
comfortable a workplace can be. The
operator will enjoy the comfort that
does help work more efficiently, with less
strain and fatigue. The Adviser IV voice
information system continuously tracks
the threshing process and the operation
of harvester units, and allows you to
monitor the process stability and prevent
breakdown of systems.

NEW CHOPPER/SPREADER
The traditional threshing and separating system in the ACROS causes little
to none damage to straw. Depending on the intended use, straw may be
chopped and spread or windrowed. Integrated unit provides thorough
straw chopping and uniform distribution over the field surface at the header
width as a fertilizer. The design uses knives with heavy-duty edges with
self-sharpening effect.
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Specifications
ACROS
550

ACROS
585

ACROS
585

Cleaning
Cleaning system type

Headers

2-sieve

Straw walkers separation area [m2]

POWER STREAM1 header,
5.0/6.0/7.0/9.0 m



Cutterbar drive based on planetary
gear case

Rethresher

1,180

Reel-to-ground speed
synchronisation system



self-contained

Grain tank with unloader



Knife speed [stroke/min]

4.95

Grain tank capacity [L]

9,000

Unload rate (minimum) [L/s]

90

Unload height [m]

4.3/ 4.7

DRAPER STREAM 900 draper header,
9m



Attachments for cop residue
management

FLOAT STREAM 700/900 close-cut
header with flexible cutterbar, 7/9 m



Cab

ARGUS 870/875 corn header, 8 rows
(70/75 cm row spacing)



Comfort Cab4 specification with
Adviser II6



–

–

FALCON 870/875 sunflower header,
8 rows



Comfort Cab II5 specification with
Adviser IV7

–





SUN STREAM 780 sunflower header,
7.8 m



Agrotronic agromanagement
platform







SWA PICK 342/432 pickup, 3.4/4.3 m



Crop lifters

chopper/spreader

Yield and moisture mapping system





High precision fuel level sensor



Transport cart





Cart hitch



Automatic Centralized Lubrication
System
Tailing return assessment system

Feed
Conveyor-type feeder house
AFH2 feeder house (harvester
version)

–

Spring-type ground contour
following system



Multicoupler



Transmission


Threshing
Cylinder length [mm]
Cylinder diameter [mm]
Cylinder speed (with reduction
gear) [rpm]

3,100

Wheelbase [mm]

4,000

Drive wheel tyre type

30,5LR32

Rear wheel tyre type

18,4R24

Engine

1,480
800
335–1,050 (200-450)

Manufacturer/model

YAMZ
236BE2-36

YAMZ
53645-10

CUMMINS
6LTAA8.9

Power rating [kW (h.p.)]

206 (280)

221 (300)

225 (306)

130

Fuel tank capacity [L]

Total concave area [m2]

1.38

Air compressor

Jam Control

5

Length/width/height (in the
transport position, without header)
[mm]

8,846/3,880/3,940

Weight (standard version, without
header and fuel) [kg]

13,400 ± 400

6,15

Length of straw walkers [mm]

4,100

POWER STREAM is a versatile grain header with
an extended table, a hydraulically operated reel
and a header reverser controlled from the cab.
2
AFH is the Active Feeder House with a front tine
beater.
3
Jam Control is a system that removes blockages
in the thresher by strongly dropping the concave.
4
Comfort Cab is a spring-mounted air-proof
two-seat cab with improved noise insulation, air
conditioner, heater, beverage cooler and audio
system ready.
1



Overall dimensions and weight

Straw walkers separation area [m2]

 standard
 option
– not available

540



Separation
Number of straw walkers



hydrostat.

Drive wheel track spacing [mm]

Concave wrap angle [deg.]

3



Ground drive




–

Comfort Cab II is a spring-mounted air-proof
two-seat cab with audio fittings, improved noise
insulation, an air conditioner, a heater, a beverage
cooler, an operator seat with an integrated control
panel.
6
Adviser II is an information system with an LCD,
situational framing, and voice alerts.
7
Adviser IV is a voice information system built on a
color touchscreen display with radio and USB stick
compatible, and with Agrotronic agromanagement
platform connectivity.
5
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Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

ACROS 595 PLUS
RELIABLE ASSISTANT FOR EVERY FARM
Over the years, ACROS harvesters have proved to
be efficient and able to deliver truly outstanding
performance. What could be improved in these
machines? The designers of the new model
focused on the harvester behaviour in tough
conditions for all single-cylinder harvesters. The
ACROS 595 PLUS is ideal for farms operating
in areas with high yield, humidity and straw
content levels.

CONTOUR FOLLOWING
The combine comes with an automatic ground contour
following system in base that improves the harvesting
performance due to a higher harvesting speed and reduces
header losses. Three operating modes, automatic attachment
transfer to the transport position and pre-set programmable
contour following settings make the harvesting process
easier. Electronics will take care of the challenging relief.

FEEDER HOUSE WITH ACCELERATOR
BEATER
The feeder house uses an unrivalled
solution, i.e. an accelerator beater after the
conveyor. Now all the crop material flowing
to the threshing cylinder is not only spread
evenly, but also accelerated. As a result,
dynamic loads on the threshing system
decreased, and its throughput increased.

A new straw walkers design with
a larger area for better separation
was developed specially for the
ACROS 595 PLUS.
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SUPERCYLINDER
The hallmark of the ACROS is the proprietary threshing cylinder, the largest in the
world (800mm), which has a big inertia allowing it to easily handle damp, weedy or
twisted crop. The large diameter of the cylinder also allows the concave coverage to
be maximized (130°), providing a greater separation area versus competitors (1.38
sq. m) and the best threshing geometry, extended and smooth.
This provides nearly a full (95%) separation with exceptionally low grain damage.
Not every multi-cylinder system can do this!

JAM CONTROL
Blockage, if any, can be quickly removed thanks to Jam
Control, a full concave drop device that drops the concave
80mm when the pedal is pushed. Unlike the machines with
a cylinder reverse system, this operation can be done just in
seconds.

FINE TUNING
The concave clearance is adjusted electrically. The clearance
is set automatically, when a crop is selected on the Adviser III
menu, or manually using the buttons on the armrest console.
The clearance value is shown on the cab display. This allows
the operator to set the exact clearance easily and accurately
for best threshing results.

TWO-STAGE CLEANING
The ACROS 595 PLUS now features an all‑new two-stage
cleaning system. For a greater balance, the shaker
pan and the sieve move in one direction while the
precleaning sieve and the chaffer move in the opposite
direction. The additional sieve forms the second
ventilated stage, a high-performance 2‑section fan
produces a stronger air flow. All this guarantees that no
additional cleaning is required for the grain that flows to
the grain tank. Electrical adjustment of the sieves in base
allows adjusting all settings easily and quickly without
leaving the cab. And the upper and lower sieves are
sectionalised for ease of cleaning and servicing.

ENGINE SYSTEM. CUMMINS 327 H. P.
The ACROS 595 PLUS is powered by reliable 6‑cylinder engines from Cummins: 6LTAA8.9‑241 kW (Stage II) and B6.7‑243
kW (Stage V). 20% torque margin guarantees that the harvester will operate properly in any harvesting conditions. The
new Cummins B6.7 along with a new integrated DPF, SCR and
AdBlue feed package, with EGR (Exhaust Gas Recirculation) excluded, is smaller and lighter. With modifications, the new B6.7
engine burns 5% less fuel versus QSL9. Low fuel consumption
and high performance of the engine ensure minimum fuel
spent per ton of threshed grain, which means higher harvesting efficiency. Fuel-efficient engine and a fuel tank for 540 litres
enable 14 hours of operation without refuelling.

350
Cummins 6LTAA 327 h.p.

POWER [H.P.]

300

250
CUMMINS B6.7 (Stage V) 329 h.p.
200

150
1000

1200

1400

1600

Engine speed [rpm]
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1700

1800

1900

2000

COMFORT CAB II
Spring-mounted airtight dual Comfort
Cab II with panoramic windows and
improved noise insulation meets the
most current ergonomics standards.
Climate control, beverage cooler, audio
system ready come in base. The Adviser
III voice information system with a color
touchscreen display continuously
monitors the threshing process and the
functioning of harvester mechanisms,
and allows to monitor the process
stability and prevent incidents.

WATERPROOF GRAIN TANK
With the ACROS 595 Plus, the operator
will not need to rush should it start
raining and should there be no truck
to unload. All the grain in the tank
will be securely protected by a special
curtain. This solution also ensures
that the small-seeded crops that are
easily blown out are retained inside
irrespective of the wind strength and
direction.

SMART LAUNCH
Smart Launch is a patented device
of independent consecutive start
of the unloading and cross augers.
This device easily guarantees the
high-speed unloading process with a
minimum risk of plugging. In addition,
Smart Launch enables the unloading
in portions. And these are not the
only useful features the system has.
Another one is that when you turn
off the unloading auger it is always
cleared of remaining grain to avoid
grain loss when folding the auger,
which is very typical of many other
combine harvesters. Thus, Smart
Launch increases the efficiency of
clearing the grain tank, making the
process quick, easy and less effortintensive.
The unload rate is 90 L/sec, the entire
grain tank is discharged within 2
minutes. The convertible roof, fill level

sensors, hydraulic agitators to unload
damp grain, and other design features
provide additional convenience and
increase operation efficiency.

SPREAD CHAFF OVER THE FIELD
EVENLY
The ACROS 595 PLUS comes with
a chaff spreader with a heavy-duty
hydraulic drive in base. It works to
evenly spread the chaff over the field.

New straw chopper works according
to the improved pattern that can
be described as "windrowing in the
direction of travel." The new changes
to the design have improved the
shredding level and spreading width,
as well as eliminated the risk of arching
of the heap of straw, in particular, long
and tangled stalks of buckwheat or
rape.
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Specifications
Headers
POWER STREAM1 header, 5.0/6.0/7.0/9.0 m
Cutterbar drive based on planetary gear
case
Knife speed [stroke/min]
Reel-to-ground speed synchronisation
system
ACTIVE STREAM 540/630/690/780 header with
hydraulic table extension 0...700mm, 5.4/6.3
/6.9/7.8/9.4m
POWER STREAM II 540/630/690/780/940
header with mechanical table extension
0...250mm, 5.4/6.3/6.9/7.8/9.4m
FLOAT STREAM 700/900 close-cut header with
flexible cutterbar, 7/9 m
ARGUS 870/875 corn header, 8 rows (70/75 cm
row spacing)
FALCON 870/875 sunflower header, 8 rows
SUN STREAM 780 sunflower header, 7.8 m
SWA PICK 342/432 pickup, 3.4/4.3 m
Crop lifters
Transport cart
Cart hitch
Feed

Electrohydraulic ground contour following
system
Threshing
Cylinder diameter [mm]
Cylinder length [mm]
Concave wrap angle [deg.]
Total concave area [m2]
Cylinder speed (with reduction gear) [rpm]
Reduction gear
In-cab electrical concave adjustment [rpm]
Jam Control2
Stone trap
Separation
Number of straw walkers
Length of straw walkers [mm]
Straw walkers separation area [m2]
Cleaning
Cleaning system type
Overall sieve area [m2]
In-cab electrical adjustment of sieves
Cleaning fan
Fan speed [rpm]
Rethresher
Automatic Centralized Lubrication System
standard

○


1,180

 (for 4WD)

 (for 4WD)








conveyor and
acceleration beater
(conveyor in AWD
version)

Feeder house type

●

Grain tank
Grain tank capacity [L]
Unload rate [L/s]
Unloading auger length (with extension)
[m]
Unload height (with extension) [m]
Sampler
Hydraulic agitators
Level sensors
In-cab electrical opening of tank covers
Self-contained unloader (in portions, in
any position of unloading auger)
Waterproof grain tank
Crop residue management
Chopping rotor speed [rpm]
Number of knives [pcs.]
Windrower
Chaff spreader
Cab
Comfort Cab II4 specification
Adviser IV5 information system
Automatic guidance system
Yield and moisture mapping system
Agrotronic agromanagement platform
Tailing return assessment system
Ground drive
Transmission
Number of gears
Wheelbase [mm]
Drive wheel track spacing [mm]
Road clearance [mm]
Turning radius [mm]
Drive wheel tyre type
Rear wheel tyre type
AWD
Engine



option


800
1,480
130
1.38
335–1,050 (200–450)





Manufacturer/model

5
4,200
6.3

Displacement, number of cylinders,
arrangement [L]
Power [kW/h.p.]

3-sieve (2 stages)
5.2

2 sections
367 to 992
self-contained


Fuel tank capacity [L]
Air compressor
Overall dimensions and weight
Length/width/height (in the transport
position, without header) [mm]
Weight (standard configuration, with
chopper, without header and fuel) [kg]

POWER STREAM is an all-crop grain header with an extended table, a hydraulically
operated reel and header components controlled from the cab.

1

Jam Control a system that removes blockages in the thresher by strongly dropping the
concave.

2

Smart Launch is a system of consecutive activation of unloading augers that ensures the
maximum grain tank unload rate with the minimal risk of plugging.

3

Comfort Cab II is a spring-mounted air-proof two-seat cab with audio fittings, improved
noise insulation, an air conditioner, a heater, and a beverage cooler.

4

Adviser IV is a voice information system built on a color touchscreen display with radio and
USB stick compatible, and with Agrotronic agromanagement platform connectivity.

5
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9,000
90
4.50 (5.70)
4.30 (4.70)




+ Smart Launch3

1,800 / 3,400
76








hydrostat.
3
4,000
3,100
370
8,500
30,5LR32
18.4-24


-

Cummins
6LTAA8.9
(Stage II)

Cummins
B6.7
(Stage V)

8.9 L6

6.7 L6

241/327
242/329
(2,000 rpm) (2,000 rpm)
540
510 (57)

8,850/3,880/3,940
14,330 ± 430

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

T500
EXCELLENT JOB EVERY DAY
The T500 grain harvester is designed for
harvesting all traditional grain crops –
spiked cereals, grain legumes, oil-bearing,
cereal and row crops. This is an efficient
machine with a productivity up to 30 t/h,
capable of cutting over 1,300 ha per
season.

POWERFUL AND EFFICIENT
CUMMINS ENGINE
The T500 uses a powerful and
efficient 360 hp L6 Cummins QSL
8.9. A large torque reserve (25%),
simple design, low maintenance
costs coupled with high fuel
efficiency.

TETRA PROCESSOR THRESHING
SYSTEM
The Tetra Processor features a flexible
concave with electronically adjustable
clearances along the entire length. An
impressive threshing area of 3.0 sq. m
and separation area (8.3 sq. m in total)
provide a thorough separation with
minimum grain and straw damage,
also in the toughest field conditions.
Tetra Processor threshing system
is built using a 800mm-dia. cylinder
which provides consistent and delicate
threshing without losses. A 750mm-dia.
separator creates a smooth path for
the crop material. The width of the
unit – 1,500mm – allows the machine to
achieve an output up to 30 t/h.
HIGH-CAPACITY FEEDER
HOUSE
The new generation
feeder house is fitted with
a multicoupler, has an
increased load capacity (up
to 3,500 kg), and produces
a smooth cropflow to the
threshing cylinder. The field
ground contour following
is provided by hydraulic
cylinders in longitudinal and
transverse directions.
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LUXURY CAB WITH ADVISER IV
INFORMATION SYSTEM
T500 come with a new 2-gen
Luxury Cab. The major difference
between the new Luxury Cab and
the proven Comfort Cab II is the size:
the new cab is more than 1.5 times
bigger, with more than 4 cu.m of
volume, more than 2m wide, and
a glazing area greater than 5 sq.m.
Additional benefits include climate
control, improved noise insulation
and suspension for the cab, a large
air-suspended operator's seat, an
additional larger seat, electrically
adjusted and heated rear view
mirrors. The beverage cooler also
has a larger capacity. Adviser IV voice
information system and Agrotronic
agrimanagement platform come
standard.

STRAW WALKERS WITH A LARGE
SEPARATION AREA
High performance 6 straw walkers
with an overall area of 5.3 sq.m and
self-contained rethresher will see to it
that harvesting is done with minimum
losses. The walker oscillation amplitude
is tuned to maximise the separation of
grain from the crop mat.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE OPTIFLOW CLEANING SYSTEM
The 2-stage OptiFlow cleaning system with a proprietary sieve suspension with an
area of 5.85 sq. m is used to clean the material. A strong optimized air flow, a large
drop height, and the tine grid on the grain pan and additional sieve improve the
cleaning process significantly. The cleaning system uses a double-flow 5-section
turbofan, with its speed controlled in the cab and displayed on the control panel.
Sieves and components are easy to clean, and the sieves can be quickly adjusted by
the operator from the cab.
EFFICIENT The 850L fuel tank will allow
operating for nearly two shifts between
refills. To reduce costs when you drive
for a long time, switching between
the Field/Road modes automatically
activates the engine’s eco mode: the
maximum engine speed is limited to
1,900 rpm. The hourly fuel consumption
in this mode decreases by 5%.
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FAST UNLOADING
A large capacity grain tank with an advanced
system for unloading into vehicles with side
height over 4m, and with vibrators. The grain tank
capacity – 10,000 litres – increases the performance
due to fewer unloading cycles. The unload rate
is 120 L/s; it takes 2 minutes to empty the full grain
tank. Grain can be easily unloaded into any trucks
or trailers, while using headers up to 10m wide.
The thresher drive can be disengaged during
unloading to save fuel.

CHOPPER/SPREADER
The 2‑speed chopper/spreader improves feeding of straw to be
windrowed. It can effectively handle grain and row crops, and can be
activated from the cab. A large number of knives and counterknives
ensures a good chopping. The straw spread width can be adjusted from
the cab (option). Also, the combine can optionally be equipped with
a hydraulic chaff spreader.
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Specifications
Attachments

Cleaning fan speed (rpm)

POWER STREAM header, 7/9m
1

Cutterbar driven via planetary gearbox
Knife speed [stroke/min]



Sieve clearances adjustable from the cab



Self-contained rethresher



Automatic Centralized Lubrication System



1,180

Reel-to-ground speed synchronisation
system



FLOAT STREAM 700/900 close-cut header
with flexible cutterbar, 7/9m



ACTIVE STREAM 540/630/690/780/940
header with hydraulic table extension
0...700mm, 5.4/6.3 /6.9/7.8/9.4m



DRAPER STREAM 900 draper header, 9m



10,000

Unload rate (L/s)

120

Unload height (mm)



Corn header, ARGUS, CORN STREAM 8 rows
(70/75cm spacing)





Grain tank with unloader
Grain tank capacity (L)

POWER STREAM II 540/630/690/780/940
header with mechanical table extension
0...250mm, 5.4/6.3/6.9/7.8/9.4m

4,820

Vibrators



MOG management
In-cab spread angle adjustment



Chaff spreader



Cab

FALCON 870/875/1270/1275 sunflower
header, 8/12 rows



SUN STREAM 780/920 sunflower header,
7.8/9.2m



SWA PICK 342/432 pickup, 3.4/4.3 m



Crop lifters



Header trailer



Trailer hitch



Luxury Cab3 configuration



Adviser IV4 information system



Agrotronic agrimanagement platform



Air-suspended operator’s seat



Heated power mirrors



Automatic guidance system



Tailings Return Assessment System



Ground drive

Feeder house
Type

300 to 1,200

chain-and-slat

Transmission

Hydrostatic

Transmission

3 speeds electrohydraulicallyoperated

Rugged design



Stone trap



Front tyre size

800/65R32; 680/85R32;
900/60R32; 1050/50R32

Electrohydraulic ground contour following
system



Rear tyre size

18,4 R24; 500/70/R24;
500/85/R24; 600/65R28

Multicoupler



All-wheel drive

Thresher

Engine

Thresher width (mm)

1,500

TETRA Processor2 threshing system
Threshing cylinder/separator diameter
(mm)
Threshing cylinder speed (rpm)

Manufacturer/make/emission standard



Power rating [kW (h.p.)]

800/750

Number of straw walkers

3.0

standard

○

option



Air compressor



5.3

Length/width/height (in transport position, without header) (mm)

5.85

Weight (w/o header and fuel) [kg]

Cleaning system
Cleaning sieve area [sq. m]

850

Fuel meter system
Overall dimensions

6

Straw walkers separation area [sq.m]

Cummins/QSL 8.9/
St-IIIA
264 (360)

Fuel tank capacity (L)

300 to 920

Threshing and separation area of TETRA
Processor (m2)

●



1

 OWER STREAM is an all-crop grain header with extended table, hydraulic reel drive,
P
header reverser controllable from the cab, and reel-to-ground speed synchronization.

2

 ETRA Processor is a threshing system consisting of a threshing cylinder and separation
T
cylinder, overshot and rear/separation beater with a proprietary concave adjustment
system.

3

 uxury Cab is a spring-mounted, airtight two-seat cab with audio fittings, improved noise
L
insulation, a climate control system, a beverage cooler, a file drawer, and an operator seat
with an integrated control panel.

4

 dviser IV is a voice information system built on a color touchscreen display with radio
A
and USB stick compatible, and with Agrotronic agrimanagement platform connectivity
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9,890/3,500
(with 680/85 R32 tyres)/
4,000 max.
16,200 ± 550

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

RSM 161
EXCELLENT JOB EVERY DAY
The RSM 161 grain harvester is
designed for harvesting all traditional
grain crops – spiked cereals, bean
cultures, oil plants, cereal and arable
crops. This is an efficient machine
with a productivity up to 40 t/h,
capable of cutting up to 2,000 ha per
season.

POWERFUL AND EFFICIENT
CUMMINS ENGINE
The RSM 161 is equipped with
6‑cylinder 8.9L Cummins engine
with output versions from 360 to
436 h. p.: QSL 8.9 (Stage IIIa), L9
(Stage 0/V). These engines feature
a generous torque margin (20%),
simple design, low service costs
coupled with a high efficiency.
For the 420/436 h. p. combine
version, Cummins L9 with increased
injection pressure is used.

TETRA PROCESSOR THRESHING
SYSTEM
The Tetra Processor features a flexible
concave with electronically adjustable
clearances along the entire length.
Huge area of threshing (3.3 sq. m)
and separation (in total 9.4 sq. m)
provides intensive separation process
with minimum damage to grains and
straw, even in the most complicated
soil conditions. The Tetra Processor
threshing system is built on a 800mm
cylinder that provides a consistent
and gentle threshing without losses.
750 mm diameter separator creates
a smooth path for crop flow. The width
of the unit –1,650mm – allows the
machine to achieve an output up to
40 t/h.
HIGH-THROUGHPUT
FEEDER HOUSE
A new gen feeder house
with an accelerating
output beater features a
multicoupler, adjustable angle
for higher performance and
ease of harvesting of any
crops without making any
modifications, with quick
connection of headers (up to
4,500 kg).
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LUXURY CAB WITH ADVISER IV
INFORMATION SYSTEM
The RSM 161 comes with a new
Luxury Cab in the 2nd evolution. The
major difference of the new Luxury
Cab versus the proven Comfort Cab
II is its size: it is more than 1.5 times
bigger, with more than 4 cu. m of
volume, more than 2m wide, with
windows area greater than 5 sq. m.
Additional benefits include climate
control, improved cab noise insulation
and suspension, large air-suspended
operator seat, additional larger seat,
electrically adjusted and heated rear
view mirrors. The beverage cooler also
has a larger capacity. Adviser III voice
information system and Agrotronic
agromanagement platform in base.

STRAW WALKERS WITH A LARGE
SEPARATION AREA
6-key efficient walkers with an overall
area of 6.1 sq.m and autonomous
rethreshing unit will see to it that
crops are harvested with minimal loss.
The shaking amplitude of walkers
is selected so as to maximise the
separation of grains from the straw
mat.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE OPTIFLOW CLEANING SYSTEM
The two-stage OptiFlow cleaning system with a proprietary sieve suspension with an
area of 7.1 sq. m is used to clean the material. A strong optimized air flow, a great drop
height, and the tine grid on the shaking pan and additional sieve improve the cleaning
process significantly. The cleaning system uses a double-flow 6‑section turbofan, its
speed being controlled in the cab and displayed on the control panel. Cleaning the
sieves and components is easy, the sieves can be quickly adjusted by the operator
from the cab.
The 1,050L fuel tank will allow operating for nearly two shifts between refills.
To reduce the costs when you drive for
a long time, the switching between
the Field/Road modes is accompanied
by the automatic activation of the
economical engine operation mode:
the maximum engine speed becomes
limited to 1,900 rpm. The hourly fuel
consumption in this mode decreases
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FAST UNLOADING
Large-capacity grain tank with advanced scheme
of unloading into vehicles with
side height over 4 m, and with the vibration
agitators. The grain tank capacity — 10,500L —
increases performance due to fewer unload cycles.
The unload rate is 115 L/s, it takes
2 minutes to empty the full grain tank. Grain can
be easily unloaded into any type of trucks and
trailers, while using a header with a width up to
12 m. For fuel efficiency, the thresher drive can be
disengaged.

CHOPPER/SPREADER
The 2‑speed chopper/spreader improves the feed of straw to the
windrow. It can effectively handle grain and tilled crops, being
activated from the cab. A large number of knives and counter knives
ensures good chopping. The straw spread width can be adjusted from
the cab (optional). The standard version of the harvester is equipped
with a chaff spreader.
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Specifications
Headers

Cleaning fan speed [rpm]

POWER STREAM1 header, 7/9 m
Cutterbar drive based on planetary gear
case
Knife speed [stroke/min]


1,180

Reel-to-ground speed synchronisation
system

300 – 1,200

Sieve clearances adjustable remotely from
the cab



Self-contained rethresher



Automatic Centralized Lubrication System



Grain tank with unloader



Grain tank capacity [L]

ACTIVE STREAM 540/630/690/780 header
with hydraulic table extension 0...700mm,
5.4/6.3 /6.9/7.8/9.4m



POWER STREAM II 540/630/690/780/940
header with mechanical table extension
0...250mm, 5.4/6.3/6.9/7.8/9.4m



FLOAT STREAM 700/900 close-cut header
with flexible cutterbar, 7/9 m



DRAPER STREAM 900 draper header, 9 m



ARGUS, CORN STREAM corn header, 8 rows
(70/75 cm row spacing), 12 rows (70 cm
row spacing)



FALCON 870/875/1270/1275 sunflower
header, 8/12 rows



SUN STREAM 780/920 sunflower header,
7.8/9.2 m



SWA PICK 342/432 pickup, 3.4/4.3 m
Crop lifters



10,500

Unload rate [L/s]

115

Unload height [mm]

5,050

Vibrating agitators



Crop residue management
In-cab spread angle adjustment



Chaff spreader



Cab
Luxury Cab3 specification



Adviser IV4 information system



RSM Agrotronic Remote Monitoring
System



Air-suspended operator seat



Electrically adjusted and heated mirrors





Automatic guidance system





Tailing return assessment system



Header trailer



Ground drive

Cart hitch



Transmission

hydrostatic

Transmission

electrohydraulic with
3 speeds

Front tyre size

800/65R32; 680/85R32;
900/60R32; 1050/50R32
18,4 R24; 500/70/R24;
500/85/R24; 600/65R28

Feeder house
chain-and-slat, with
accelerator

Type
Rugged design



Stone trap



Rear tyre size

Electrohydraulic ground contour following
system



AWD

Multicoupler



Engine

Thresher
Thresher width [mm]



Manufacturer/make/emission standard

Cummins QSL 8.9 (Stage IIIa),
L9 (Stage 0/V)

Power rating [kW (h.p.)]

264 (360) - QSL 8.9 (Stage IIIa)
309 (420) - L9 (Stage 0)
321 (436) - L9 (Stage V)

1,650

TETRA Processor2 threshing system



Threshing cylinder/separator diameter
[mm]

800/750

Threshing cylinder speed [rpm]

300 – 920

Threshing and separation area of TETRA
Processor [sq. m]
Number of straw walkers

Fuel tank capacity [L]

1,050

Fuel meter system

3.3
6



Air compressor



Turbocharger guards



Overall dimensions

Straw walkers separation area [sq.m]

6.1

Hard-to-thresh crop kit



Length/width/height (in the transport
position, without header) [mm]

7.1

Weight (w/o header and fuel) [kg]

Cleaning
Cleaning sieve area [sq. m]
●

standard

○

option

1

 OWER STREAM is an all-crop grain header with an extended table, a hydraulically operP
ated reel, a header reverser controlled from the cab, and the reel speed-to-ground speed
synchronisation.

2

 ETRA Processor is a threshing system consisting of a threshing cylinder and separation
T
cylinder, overshot and rear/separation beater with a proprietary concave adjustment
system.

3

 uxury Cab is a suspended air-proof two-seat cab with audio fittings, improved noise
L
insulation, a climate control system, a beverage cooler, a file drawer, an operator seat with
an integrated control panel.

4

 dviser IV is a voice information system built on a color touchscreen display with radio
A
and USB stick compatible, and with Agrotronic agromanagement platform connectivity.
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9,890/3,500
(with 680/85 R32
tyres)/4,000 max.
17,800/18,310 ± 550

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

TORUM 750
GENTLE THRESHING FOR ANY APPLICATION
TORUM is a powerful rotary harvester, one of the most
highperforming machines in the world. It can cut a wide
range of crops: from wheat to rice. This machine is a good
choice for farms with large crop areas and high yields: the
more the machine is loaded, the more efficiently it operates.
Thanks to the innovative threshing system ARS* TORUM
perfectly copes with crops, which are a challenge for regular
rotary machines.

* Advanced Rotor System is the rotor with a rotating
concave, and the infinitely variable rotor drive.

ENGINE SYSTEM
500

The TORUM 750 comes with
L6 Cummins engine. Powerful
and compact, the engines have a
good specific fuel consumption
and a good torque backup.
The air cleaning system uses
an air intake screen with forced
rotation (by a hydraulic motor),
which significantly reduces the
maintenance effort. The special
rotating vane between the coolers provides their self-cleaning
thereby increasing useful operating time.

Cummins 440 h.p.

POWER [h.p.]

450
400

MTU 425 h.p.

350
300
250
200
1000

1200

1400

1600

1700

1800

1900

2000

Engine speed [rpm]

NEW FEATURES

A conveyor-style feeder house adds a lot more capabilities
to a combine and makes it much easier to operate in various
crops. Come with a hydraulic multicoupler as standard,
has adjustable forward angle for better performance and
ease of cutting all crops without the need to convert, with
quick connection of headers (headers weighing up to
4,500 kg). The pivot-mounted conveyor provides a better
feed throughput in high-yield crops, and reduces the risk of
repair when operating on stony soils.
For rice harvesting, the optional AFH (Feed&Boost)
is recommended. This feeder house is unique in that the
traditional chain-and-slat conveyor is replaced by three
feeding beaters with special elements. The beaters evenly
spread and accelerate the crop material before it enters the
rotor thereby ensuring a steady workflow when handling
non-uniform windrows and crop material with high
moisture and weed content.

For TORUM, two styles of feeder houses are available –
a conveyor-style feeder house with forward angle
adjustment (particularly useful when harvesting soybean),
and AFH (Feed&Boost).
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COMFORT CAB II WITH ADVISER IV
INFORMATION SYSTEM
The TORUM 750 comes with Comfort
Cab II. Climate control, can noise
insulation and suspension system,
air-suspended operator seat, additional
assistant’s seat, beverage cooler,
Adviser IV voice information system
and Agrotronic remote monitoring
system come in base. Adviser IV voice
information system continuously
monitors the threshing process and the
functioning of harvester mechanisms,
and allows monitoring the process
stability and preventing the failure of
units.

ROTARY CONCAVE ROTOR
(ADVANCED ROTOR SYSTEM)
The concave area on the rotary
harvesters with a fixed concave is not
used completely, which reduces a
potential performance. In addition,
when you harvest damp crops or rice,
the top of concave becomes plugged
(the so called dead zone). The rotating
concave allows using 360° of the
concave surface and avoiding dead
zones and the rotor plugging. Besides,
the concave has three threshing
sections that allow setting a threshing
clearance in one section. Thanks to this,
the material is threshed three times
with one round of the rotor unlike the
single threshing in conventional rotor
units. The same principle allows setting
the increased threshing clearances.
No additional adjustment of concave is
required depending on crop harvesting
conditions: for crops from barley to
wheat the threshing clearance is set
between 16 and 25mm.

Dead zone
Concave sections

Concave rasp bar
Rotor rasp bar

Rotor with fixed concave

Rotor with rotating concave

INFINITELY VARIABLE ROTOR
DRIVE
The rotor is driven by the planetary
CVT with hydraulic control - a unique
hydro-mechanical device, which
combines the advantages of both
types of drives: smooth and accurate
speed control, high bearing force
and reliable beltless transmission.

AS CLEAN AS CAN POSSIBLY BE
The two-stage cleaning system with sieve area
of 5.2 m2 matches the unrivalled capabilities
of the rotor. The powerful hydraulically driven
two-section fan creates an even air flow over
the fan sieves and prevents dead zones in the
middle of the sieve box. This guarantees the
truly clean grain.
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FAST UNLOADING
The clean grain goes into the 10,500 L
grain tank. This capacity increases the
performance by reducing the unloading
cycles. The unload rate is 105 L/s, it takes
no more than 2 minutes to empty the
full grain tank. The unloading auger
length is increased to at least 5.7 m,
the unload height is 5.2m, the reach
angle being 105 degrees. This allows an
easy unloading of grain into any trucks
and trailers, even when a 11‑m header
is used. When harvesting rice, you can
unload it without leaving the bay. To
save fuel, the thresher drive can be
disengaged.

Up to the last grain
Before getting into the chopper, straw
undergoes a final separation through
the beater with the grate-type concave
installed after the rotor.

Chopper with an integrated chaff
spreader
Combining the chaff and straw flows
results in a more even spread of the
chopped material over the field.

High quality of straw
The separating part of the rotor has
auger flights. This is why the TORUM
can handle straw very delicately unlike
regular rotary machines.
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Specifications
Headers
POWER STREAM1 header, 7/9 m
Cutterbar drive based on planetary gear case
Knife speed [stroke/min]

Cleaning sieve area [sq. m]

5.20



Cleaning fan speed [rpm]

335 to 1,050



In-cab electrical adjustment of sieves



1,180

Self-contained rotor-type rethresher



Hard-to-thresh crop kit



Reel-to-ground speed synchronisation
system



ACTIVE STREAM 540/630/690/780 header
with hydraulic table extension 0...700mm,
5.4/6.3/6.9/7.8/9.4m



Grain tank with unloader
Grain tank capacity [L]

10,500

Minimum unload rate [L/s]

POWER STREAM II 540/630/690/780/940
header with mechanical table extension
0...250mm, 5.4/6.3/6.9/7.8/9.4m



FLOAT STREAM 700/900 close-cut header with
flexible cutterbar, 7/9 m



DRAPER STREAM 900 draper header, 9 m



ARGUS, CORN STREAM corn header, 8 rows
(70/75 cm row spacing), 12 rows (70 cm row
spacing)



FALCON 870/875/1270/1275 sunflower header,
8/12 rows



105

Unload height [mm]

5,200

Vibrating agitators



Attachments for cop residue management

2-speed chopper/
spreader, integrated
chaff spreader

Cab
Comfort Cab II4 specification



Adviser IV information system



5

Agrotronic agromanagement platform



Automatic guidance system



Yield and moisture mapping system



Unloading area and rear view video
monitoring system



SUN STREAM 1050/920/780 sunflower
header, 10.5/9.2/7.8 m



SWA PICK 342/432 windrow pickup, 3.4/4.3m



Electrohydraulic ground contour following
system



Automatic Centralized Lubrication System



Multicoupler



Tailing return assessment system



Crop lifters



4D fore/aft levelling system



Header trailer



Cart hitch

Ground drive



Transmission

hydrostatic

Transmission

3 speeds

Feeder house
Сhain-and-slat, with
accelerator
and adjustable for/aft tilt

Type

Road speed [km/h]

0 to 27

Drive wheel tyre type

30,5LR32
18,4R24

Rugged design



Rear wheel tyre type

Stone trap



Removable tracks



Electrohydraulic ground contour following
System



AWD



Multicoupler



AFH2 feeder house



Engine

Thresher
Thresher width [mm]



Advanced Rotor System (ARS)3



Rotor diameter [mm]

250 to 1,000

Concave wrap angle [deg.]
standard

○

option



Air compressor



Length/width/height (in the transport
position, without header) [mm]

hydromechanical

Rotor speed [rpm]

Weight (standard version, without header and
fuel) [kg]

360

POWER STREAM is a versatile grain header with an extended table, a hydraulically
operated reel and a header reverser controlled from the cab.
2
AFH is an Active Feeder House with a front tine beater (for rice and other grain crops).
1

3

850

Fuel meter system
Overall dimensions and weight

3,200

Rotor drive

324 (440)

Fuel tank capacity [L]

762

Total rotor length [mm]

●

Power rating [kW (h.p.)]

1,500

Stone trap

Cummins/X12
(Stage 0)

Manufacturer/model

ARS is an axial rotor with rotary concave.

Comfort Cab II is a spring-mounted airtight dual cab with audio fittings, improved
noise insulation, air conditioner, heater, beverage cooler, operator seat with an integrated control panel.

4

Adviser IV is a voice information system built on a color touchscreen display with radio
and USB stick compatible, and with Agrotronic agromanagement platform connectivity.

5
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8,931/3,677/3,950
16,350±490

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

TORUM 770/785
GENTLE THRESHING FOR ANY APPLICATION
The modifications made in 2018 to the machine
design resulted in the productivity in excess of
100 t/h for corn, while keeping the proprietary
concept of the rotary concave rotor.

NEW CAPABILITIES
A new generation feeder house significantly increases
the harvester functionality and operational comfort
when cutting different crops. Basic configuration features
a hydraulic multicoupler, adjustable tilt angle for higher
performance and ease of cutting all crops without the need
to convert, with quick connection of headers (headers
weighing up to 4,500 kg). The power to the header drive
was increased by more than 1.5 times to 120 kW to properly
handle 12‑row corn headers. The feeder house has a large
stone trap. The pivot-mounted conveyor provides a better
feed throughput in high-yield crops, and reduces the risk of
repair during the operation on stony soils.

ENGINE SYSTEM
The TORUM 770/785 comes with
L6 Cummins engine. Powerful and
compact, these engines have good
specific fuel rate and torque backup.
The air cleaning system uses an air
intake screen with forced rotation (by
a hydraulic motor), which significantly
reduces the maintenance effort. The
special rotating vane between the
coolers provides their self-cleaning
thereby increasing useful operating time.

550
Cummins 520 h.p.

POWER [h.p.]

500
450

MTU 506 h.p.

400
350
300
250
200
1000

1200

1400

1600

1700

1800

1900

Engine speed [rpm]
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2000

WHAT’S BEHIND PRODUCTIVITY
To get better productivity (in excess of 100 t/h), especially
on high-yield corn, bigger grain auger, grain elevator,
grain tank filling auger and lower grain tank cross auger
were used. In addition, the transmission hydraulic drive
has now 25 % more power. The machine will now run fast
in the second gear with a full grain tank even on the rolling
ground.

The TORUM 770/785 features a new transmission
shifting concept.
Gears are changed remotely by means of a rodless selector.

MANAGE STRAW EASILY

The guide vane motors allow you to easily control the
spread width from the cab. You can watch the spread
process in the rear-view power mirrors.
To reduce fuel and chopper knife replacement costs, the
combines are fitted with heavy-duty knives (min. 30 %
longer life) versus standard.

WORK IN EXTREME CONDITIONS
For tough conditions, a 4WD version will come in handy.
An important advantage of the 4WD version is adjustable
rear wheel track spacing and height. For the farms
looking to reduce the ground pressure, or for tough
harvesting conditions, the basic configuration allows fitting
replaceable half-tracks instead of wheels.

SAVE TIME ON MAINTENANCE
Always clean coolers. The rotating vane makes the coolers
virtually maintenance-free. You will only need to make sure
the coolers are clean. An automatic centralised lubrication
system is available as option to reduce the maintenance
effort, since this system will deliver the lubricant to 23
points every day at preset intervals.
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NEW LUXURY CAB

TORUM 770/785 harvesters come with the new Luxury Cab. To begin
with, the new Luxury Cab differs from the proven Comfort Cab II in size,
being almost 2m wide. Therefore, the cab volume increased nearly 1.5
times to 4 cub. m, with a glazing area of over 5 sq. m. New climate control
system, improved cab suspension and noise insulation system, large air
suspension operator seat, additional larger seat, electrically adjusted and
heated rear-view mirrors, and increased beverage cooler capacity.
Adviser IV voice information system and Agrotronic agromanagement
platform in base.
For the operator’s comfort, the combine is equipped with bright LED
lights, this is a new spec standard for high-performance machines.
Optional systems are available to boost your productivity:
Tailing Return Assessment System. This offers a convenient way to
monitor operation of the threshing and cleaning systems. The amount
of incoming material is displayed in Adviser IV as absolute and relative
values.
Adaptive Cruise Control. The system automatically
control the machine ground speed depending
on crop yield, engine load, thresher and shoe
losses, tailing return percentage, based
on operator settings, in any of two
modes:
– constant pre-set speed;
– constant pre-set feeder house
load, with ground speed being
adjusted automatically for
consistent thresher loading
in varying field conditions.
Longitudinal slope
compensation system (4D).
The system reduces losses
by automatically adjusting
the cleaning fan speed and
the louvers clearance of upper
sieve and extension. Thus we
compensate the longitudinal field
slopes.

FAST UNLOADING
The clean grain goes into the 12,000L
grain tank. This capacity increases the
performance by reducing the unloading
cycles. The unload rate is 120 L/sec, the
full grain tanker is discharged within 2
minutes. The unloading auger length
was increased to 7.5m, the unload height
is 5.4m, the reach angle being 105 degrees.
This allows an easy unloading of grain into
any trucks and trailers, even when a 14m
header is used. When harvesting rice, you
can unload it without leaving the bay. An
unloading and rear view video monitoring
system is available as option for a greater
ease of movements.
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Specifications
770

785

Headers
POWER STREAM1 grain header,7/9 m



Cutterbar drive based on planetary
gear case



Knife speed [stroke/min]

1,180

Reel-to-ground speed synchronisation
system



Concave wrap angle [deg.]

360

Total threshing and separation area [sq.
m]

5.40

Cleaning sieve area [sq. m]

5.20

Cleaning fan speed [rpm]

335 to 1,050

In-cab electrical adjustment of sieves



Self-contained rotor-type rethresher



Grain tank with unloader
Grain tank capacity [L]

12,000

ACTIVE STREAM 540/630/690/780
header with hydraulic table extension
0...700mm, 5.4/6.3 /6.9/7.8/9.4m



POWER STREAM II 540/630/690/780/940
header with mechanical table extension
0...250mm, 5.4/6.3/6.9/7.8/9.4m



FLOAT STREAM 700/900 close-cut
header with flexible cutterbar, 7/9 m



Spread width adjustable from cab

DRAPER STREAM 900 draper header, 9 m



Cab

CORN STREAM 870/875/1270 corn
header, 8 rows (70/75 cm row spacing),
12 rows (70 cm row spacing)



Adviser IV information system



Automatic guidance system



FALCON 870/875/1270/1275 sunflower
header, 8/12 rows



Yield and moisture mapping system



SUN STREAM 1050/920/780 sunflower
header, 10.5/9.2/7.8 m



Unloading area and rear view video
monitoring system



SWA PICK 342/432 windrow pickup,
3.4/4.3m



Automatic Centralized Lubrication
System



Electrohydraulic ground contour following system

Tailings return assessment system





RSM AutoCrop



Multicoupler



4D Fore/Aft Levelling System



Crop lifters



Agrotronic agromanagement platform



Header trailer



Cart hitch



Minimum unload rate [L/s]



Attachments for cop residue
management

2-speed chopper/spreader,
integrated chaff spreader


Luxury Cab4 specification



5

Ground drive
Transmission

hydrostatic

Transmission

3 speeds

Road speed [km/h]
chain-and-slat, with accelerator
and adjustable for/aft tilt

Type

900/60R32

Rear wheel tyre type

500/70R24



Stone trap



Electrohydraulic ground contour following system



Engine

Multicoupler



Manufacturer/model

AFH feeder house



2

Thresher
Thresher width [mm]

1,500

Stone trap



Advanced Rotor System (ARS)3



Rotor diameter [mm]

hydromechanical

Rotor speed [rpm]
○


Cummins X12
(Stage V)

Cummins X12
(Stage 0)

Power rating [kW (h.p.)]

383 (520)

383 (520)

Fuel tank capacity (AdBlue) [L]

850 (113)

850

Fuel meter system



Air compressor



Weight (standard version, without
header and fuel) [kg]

250 to 1,000
option



AWD

Length/width/height (in the transport
position, without header) [mm]

3,200

Rotor drive

Removable tracks

Overall dimensions and weight

762

Total rotor length [mm]

0 to 27

Drive wheel tyre type

Rugged design

standard

5,400

Vibrating agitators

Feeder house

●

120

Unload height [mm]

POWER STREAM is an all-crop grain header with an extended table, a hydraulically
operated reel and a header reverser controlled from the cab.

1

2

AFH is an Active Feeder House with a front tine beater (for rice and other grain crops).

3

ARS is an axial rotor with rotary concave, continuously variable transmission.

Luxury Cab is a spring-mounted air-proof two-seat cab with audio fittings, improved
noise insulation, an air conditioner, a heater, a beverage cooler, an operator seat with an
integrated control panel.

4

Adviser IV s a voice information system built on a color touchscreen display with radio
and USB stick compatible, and with Agrotronic agromanagement platform connectivity.

5
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10,986/3,897/3,975
17,257±516

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve
individual characteristics of its products
without a prior notice to the market

HEADERS FOR GRAIN HARVESTERS

POWER STREAM

POWER STREAM II

ACTIVE STREAM

The header in various versions
is compatible with TORUM, RSM 161,
ACROS, VECTOR, NOVA,, widths: 4, 5,
6, 7, 9m

POWER STREAM II header for
grain crops with mechanical table
extension 0...250mm, widths:
5.4/6.3/6.9/7.8/9.4 m

ACTIVE STREAM header for grain
crops and rapeseed with hydraulic
table extension 0...700mm, widths:
5.4/6.3/6.9/7.8/9.4 m

DRAPER STREAM 900

FLOAT STREAM

SWA PICK (R) 340/430

Draper header, compatible with
TORUM, RSM 161, ACROS, VECTOR,
gauge wheels, 9m

FALCON

Sunflower header, compatible
with TORUM, RSM 161, ACROS,
VECTOR, NIVA, 12/8/6 rows, 70
(75) cm row spacing, widths:
4.2(4.5)/5.6(6)/8.4(9) m

SUN STREAM UI

Versatile rowless sunflower header
with draw rolls and chopper, row
spacings: 75/70/45cm, width: 7.8m

All-crop close-cut header for spiked
cereals and grain legumes, including
soybeans, 5/6/7/9/10.74 m widths, the
minimum cutting height is 30mm

SUN STREAM

Versatile sunflower rowless header
that gives you peace of mind
when it comes to row spacing,
row spacings: 75/70/45cm, widths:
4.9/5.6/6.5/7.8/9.2/10.5 m.

АRGUS

Corn header, compatible with TORUM,
RSM 161, ACROS, VECTOR, NOVA,
4/5/6/8 rows with 70/75cm spacing,
and 12 rows with 70cm spacing

Pickup head, widths: 3.4/4.3 m

SUN STREAM U

Versatile rowless sunflower
header with draw rolls, row
spacings: 75/70/45cm, widths:
4.9/5.6/6.5/7.8/9.2/10.5 m

ARGUS R

New generation of corn headers
for various corn varieties in any soil
conditions, 6/8 rows with 70/75cm
spacing, and 12 rows with 70cm
spacing
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CORN STREAM

KIT-8/10

New generation of corn headers
for various corn varieties in any soil
conditions, 6/8 rows with 70/75cm
spacing, and 12 rows with 70cm
spacing

Corn conversion kit for ACROS,
VECTOR

RAPE ATTACHMENT

RAPE HARVESTING KIT

for POWER STREAM headers,
mechanical and hydraulic drive for
crop dividers, widths: 5, 6, 7, 9m

CONVERSION KIT

for 6-, 8- and 12‑row corn headers to
sunflower

Side rape dividers for ACTIVE STREAM
headers.

HEADER TRANSPORT CARTS

PRO CART 4000

UNI CART 4000

UNI CART 3000

Two-axle transport system, 4,000 kg
capacity

Two-axle transport system, 4,000 kg
capacity

Single-axle transportation cart,
3,000 kg capacity
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AFTERSALES SERVICE

Corporate service
Rostselmash has a wide and well-established network
of service centres that are ready to provide
professional assistance at any time and guarantee the
permanent operational availability of your harvester.
In many regions, the Company provides the unique
service ‘delivery of a spare part within 24 hours’ that
allows minimising a potential downtime of machinery.

The periodic maintenance by Rostselmash’s service
centres is the only way to ensure the maximum
service life of your machinery. Rostselmash offers 1 to
2 year or 600 to 2,000 hour warranty depending on
equipment type. It is recommended to have the postwarranty service performed by the approved service
centres.

Genuine spare parts
If you need spare parts, Rostselmash strongly
recommends to use genuine products. In this case,
you will be confident that their quality is in line with
the company’s standards.
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